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Uniti is a volunteering  
ecosystem - connecting 
charities, businesses and  
individuals, looking  
to make a difference  
in society.
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Getting Started

3Getting Started | Opener

Before running through the actual functionality of the product itself - we are  

quickly going to explain how you can access the platform based on your device 

type, as well as how to create an account or simply sign in.
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How to Access

In all cases - we advise testing to be undertaken on a mobile device. In the event of a tester using a laptop or desktop, it is worth noting the 
screen will be stretched to accommodate. This is due to the fact the volunteer / staff product is a mobile application by design. Whilst  
functionality remains the same, its intended use case has always been as a hand-held device. Depending on your device type, there are  
different avenues in place to test. Please read the following instructions, relevant to your device type.

Access Points

1. iOS Users

As this is a Soft Launch - we are using the Uniti platform 
purely via the web. From the 13th October onwards - you 
will be able to utilise the Application in the appstore.  

Click the button below to create your account / log in and 
begin testing, or head to https://volunteer.uniti.life 
 
 
2. Android Users

As we are pending Google Play Store approval - Android 
users should use the web version of the Uniti Life applica-
tion on their mobiles. 

Click the button below to create your account / log in and 
begin testing, or head to  
https://volunteer.uniti.life

3. Computer Users 

As mentioned earlier, if you are a laptop or desktop user 
then it is worth  
noting the screen will be stretched to accommodate for 
the screen size. This is due to the fact that the volunteer 
/ staff product is a mobile application by design. Whilst 
functionality remains the same, its intended use case has 
always been as a hand-held device.

Click the button below to create your account / log in and 
begin testing, or head to https://volunteer.uniti.life

Uniti Life - Web Version

Uniti Life - Web Version

https://volunteer.uniti.life
https://volunteer.uniti.life
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Create Account

If it’s your first time using the Uniti application - on your first download or access, head to ‘Create Account’. It is a speedy 
onboarding flow - built to get you finding opportunities and signing up for voluntary work fast! The below details map out 
what are the key screens in the process;

Journey Structure

1. Loading Screen

When you open the app, the Uniti logo screen will show up 
whilst the onboarding flow is loaded up.

2. Register Details

From there add your sign-in details - email and password.  
*If you are part of a corporate affiliation - then sign up us-
ing your company email address and details as this is how 
we affiliate you. 

3. Email Confirmation Sent

On completing the registering page, we will then ask you 
to authenticate your email. Head to your email provider to 
confirm receipt, by clicking a link. If you didn’t receive  
anything you can trigger a ‘resend’ or get in touch with our 
support team for next steps. 

4. Confirm Affiliation*

* A step only if you are part of a Corporate Affiliation.  
If you are an individual user, you not engage with this step.  
Having verified your address, we will align you with your 
Employer based on your email address. Confirm that  
affiliation and move on to the next screen. 

5. Details 1 - Name

Add name - so we know what to call you.

6. Details 2 - Your Postcode

Add an address - so we can suggest opp’s closer to you.

7.  Details 3 - What Interests You

Add interests - so we can suggest opp’s aligned to you.

8. Terms & Conditions Confirmation

Accept the T&C’s and lets get going!
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Log In

If you’ve used the platform before and already have an account. Select ‘Log In’ and get started!

Journey Structure

1. Loading Screen

When you open the app, the Uniti logo screen will show up 
whilst the onboarding flow is loaded up.

2. Log In Screen

Input your email address and pass word to access the 
platform.

3. Reset My Password

If you have forgotten your password - we’ll ask you to just 
confirm your email address. From there you can head to 
the email address to create a new password! 

4. Confirm Authentication Sent

If for whatever reason you don’t receive a ‘Reset Password’ 
email - then trigger a resend button. Don’t forget to check 
your Spam and Bin just in case! 
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Navigation Structure

1. Service

Service allows you to browse via charity, category and  
opportunity. Discover local organisations and key  
information about them, chat directly with their key  
contacts and browse opportunities in detail to find out  
how you can help. Sign-up for those you are interested  
in two-ticks to start your Uniti journey. 

2. Uniti Communiti

The Uniti Communiti is there to collate all the good deeds 
achieved by our community. It is a real-time clock -  
counting down the hours, minutes and seconds donated 
by yourself, and the rest of the Uniti Communiti. Split across 
three sections - we map every users impact together, your 
impact individually, and the impact of your company.

3. Dashboard

Dashboard is really the section that holds it all together.  
It holds most of the key logistical aspects needed,  
including - your Profile, Schedule, Notifications, Inbox  
and Contact. 

7Getting Started | Navigation

Navigation

The volunteering app is split out across three key areas - Service, Uniti Communiti and Dashboard. The sticky navigation, 
found at the bottom of the application is your way of navigating through the application.



Service

8Service  | Opener

Service allows you to browse via charity, category and opportunity. Discover local 

organisations and key information about them, chat directly with their key contacts 

and browse opportunities in detail to find out how you can help. Sign-up for those 

you are interested in two-ticks to start your Uniti journey.
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Service Exploration

The Service section allows you to navigate through potential opportunities in a variety of ways as listed below;

Key Sections

1. Homepage

The homepage is built out of recently added  
opportunities, the organisation list, the noticeboard  
and the category list. 

2. Charity / NGO Profile

Charity profiles, allow you to understand more about 
who they are, what they do, what opportunities they 
have live and allow them to message directly in order 
to get volunteer directly with them or simply ask  
questions.

3. Categories

Our Category list allows you to browse opportunities, 
according to category.  

4. Opportunity List Pages

When selecting either organisation specific  
opportunities, expanded carousel blocks, notices or 
category specific opportunities - you will be shown the  
opportunity list pages. These are the collation all  
relevant opportunities in one place, according to how 
you navigated their in the first place.

1 2 3 4



Opportunity Page

Opportunity pages are volunteering roles in detail. It is a full breakdown of all the relevant detail, for a user to read 
through, understand, ask questions and sign up, if it is something they are interested in helping with. 

1. Scrollable Images

Scroll through images to get a feel for the opportunity itself. You can also 
go back by selecting the arrow in the top left as well. 

2. Charity and Opportunity Name

At the top of the opportunity page is the Opportunity Title and Voluntary 
Organisation Name.

3. Summary Information

The summary information breaks down in-depth the opportunity itself 
and any other key information the charity deemed necessary to include. 

4. Key Responsibility List

The key responsibility list is a bullet point list of the key volunteer require-
ments of the opportunity.

5. Schedule and Event Dates

The schedule features all the key dates and times the opportunity  
requires volunteers. On selecting ‘sign up’ you will be allowed to select the 
events you are able to help with.

6. Message Key Contact Directly

If you have any questions, you can message the key contact directly via 
the messaging option on the opp page.

7. Location

The location of the opportunity is reflected here on the opportunity page. 

8. Charity Profile

The charity profile card is there to signify which charity is offering you the 
opportunity. Select the card to navigate to their profile and find out more.

9. Other opportunities by the Charity

Scroll through the carousel block of opportunities created by this charity. 

10. Report this Opportunity

Select ‘Report’ if you see an inappropriate content.

11. Sign Up Bar

Sign up for an opportunity via the sticky ‘sign up’ button. Once selected 
you will be prompted to select an event, or events that suit you, before 
confirming your choice. 
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Notice Pages

Notice pages are posts by charities to raise awareness. This could be for a number of reasons - from documenting who 
they are publicly, advertising an upcoming fund-raiser event or simply asking for help with a role that doesn’t have a 
specific day or time associated to it. It is a broader version of an ‘opportunity’, allowing Charities to be creative in their 
outreach to charities. 

1. Scrollable Images

Scroll through images to get a feel for the opportunity it-
self. You can also go back by selecting the arrow in the top 
left as well. 

2. Charity and Notice Title

At the top of the Notice page is the Notice Title and  
Voluntary Organisation Name.

3. Summary Information

The summary information breaks down in-depth the  
Notice itself and any other key information the charity 
deemed necessary to include. 

4. Message Key Contact Directly

If you have any questions, you can message the key con-
tact directly via the messaging option on the opp page.

5. Charity Profile

The charity profile card is there to signify which charity is 
offering you the opportunity. Select the card to navigate to 
their profile and find out more.

6. Report this Notice

Select ‘Report’ if you see any inappropriate content.
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Uniti Communiti

12Uniti Communiti  | Opener

The Uniti Communiti is there to collate all the good deeds achieved by our  

community. It is a real-time clock - counting down the hours, minutes and seconds 

donated by yourself, and the rest of the Uniti Communiti. Split across three sections 

- we map every users impact together, your impact individually, and the impact  

of your company.



Uniti Communiti

1. Uniti Service Wall

The Uniti Service Wall is a full breakdown of the entire  
networks time donations - set out across hours, minutes 
and second. Beneath that is a scrollable wall - allowing  
users to see those hours, according to the sectors they  
were distributed in.

2. Your Service Wall

Your Service wall is a full breakdown of the your personal  
time donations - set out across hours, minutes and  
seconds.

3. Company Service Wall

Your Company’s Service wall is a full breakdown of your 
teams time donations - set out across hours, minutes and  
seconds.

1
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Dashboard is really the section that holds it all together. It holds most of the key 

logistical aspects needed, including - your Profile, Schedule, Notifications, Inbox  

and Contact.

Dashboard

14Dashboard  | Opener



Edit Profile

Edit Profile allows you to upload key information, that a voluntary organisation would be inter-
ested in seeing. It’s an important thing to fill completely - as on application to an opportunity, 
this is how I charity finds out more about who you are, and what you care about. The area is 
split out into two sections;

1. Edit Profile

On selecting Edit Profile - you will land on your Profile 
screen. In-line editing allows you to update a range of 
fields, forms and images. 

2. Preview Profile

Select preview profile to view your profile, as a Charity 
would see you.

1 2
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My Schedule

Schedule allows you to see exactly what opportunities you have booked in.

1. My Schedule

Schedule simply shows you the upcoming calendar, and 
changes according to whether you have any upcoming 
events.

2. Active Schedule

As you can see in this active schedule, your event cards 
filter beneath the calendar if you have any upcoming 
events. The cards include the date, time, charity logo and  
opportunity name. To find out more about the opportunity 
itself - simply select the card to view the entire page. 

If you can’t make the opportunity, you can delete the event 
from your calendar by selecting the bin on the icon card. A 
pop-up will ask for your confirmation, just in case you have 
accidentally clicked it.

11
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Inbox

Inbox allows you to chat directly with charities and their representatives. Discuss your interest 
in a role, the charity itself, or look to create more bespoke opportunities for you or your team’s 
individual skill sets. 

1. Inbox

Inbox is simply a list of all the most recent conversations 
you have had in one place.  

2. Chat Window

A chat window holds the conversation history between you 
and the other party, as well as the ability to message them 
directly. In the event a user acts inappropriately - report 
them by selecting the flag icon in the top right hand  
corner .

1 2
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Notifications

Notifications play a key role in reminding and notifying all relevant parties of agreed volunteering events.

Notification Pages

1. Notification Home

The notification home, documents all your historical notifi-
cations and of course notifies you when you receive  
a new one. If a notification card is coloured - this means 
the notification is unopened, however if the card is white, 
with no outline - then it is inactive. 

2. Post-event Confirmation

After a scheduled event has gone ahead. The charity is re-
quested to verify the hours donated by yourself. Following 
that verification - you will receive a ‘Thankyou’ notification. 
This notification thanks you for your time, showcases the 
hours donated, and promotes further events for you to get 
involved with! 

3. Pre-event Heads Up

Before a scheduled event goes ahead - you and the  
charity will receive a ‘Heads Up’ notification, reminding you 
of an upcoming event, the opportunity and the date and 
time it starts. 

4. Change of Plan - Updated Opportunity

If the opportunity is updated with new information, you will 
be notified of that change! Head to the opportunity itself - 
or directly message the key contact to find out more. 

5. Change of Plan - Cancelled Opportunity

If the opportunity is cancelled entirely - you will be noti-
fied about the event you signed up for and its cancellation 
and will be prompted to browse other opportunities by the 
same charity. 

6. Change of Plan - Cancelled Event

If an event is cancelled - you will be notified about the 
cancellation and receive a prompt to browse other  
available events, or to message the key contact to find  
out more.
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Contact & Log Out

1. Contact Page

If you require any help at all - the ‘need some help’ form in 
the Contact section will direct you straight to the Uniti Sup-
port Desk to deal with your query.  
 
You can also select ‘Rate the App’, and be directed to the 
App Store rating system . 

2. Log Out Button

To log out - simply select the dashboard button in the nav-
igation and select ‘Log Out’ from the button of the availa-
ble menu. 

1 2
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Thank-you. 
Your time, effort and  
patience is greatly 
appreciated.

20Closing Statement

Got any questions, issues or feedback? 
Please raise a ticket with the Support Desk Team and we’ll be 
happy to help. 
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